Abstract. The article is devoted to the discussion of some models of financial, personnel and organizational provision of the university transformation into the center of innovation, technological and social development of the region. The forming of innovation and entrepreneurial university with academic nucleus and interdisciplinary project focused infrastructure which will provide personnel and intellectual assistance to the development of technology intensive industries and of social security in the region on the basis of the integration of science, education, production, institutes for development and socially focused non profit organizations requires new approaches to the problems of resource provision of corresponding programs. The suggested methodology is a natural sequel of ideas suggested in recent papers of the authors which have already had practical implementation in the Volgograd State University. Meanwhile the suggested methodology takes into account the requirements of the priority project “Higher educational institutions as innovation centers”.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over recent years more and more scientists start paying attention to the problems of university influence on regional development. As it was mentioned «besides traditional and research functions the university is involved into economic, social and cultural life of a region. In a broad sense the university is a leader and a driver of large scale activity which is needed for regional development» [1]. The priority project of the creation of university centers for innovation, technological and social development of a region adjusts the pace of reforms in Russia in the higher education for the solution of the tasks of regional development. This aspect is expected to be taken into account at the evaluation of the efficiency of work of separate universities and of the Russian education system in the whole. This project was approved October, 25 2016 by the Presidium of the Council at the President of the Russian Federation; it is part of a priority direction of the Russian development and is planned for year 2025. Upon the results of the competition the Volgograd State University (VolSU) received the title: center of technological, innovation and social development of the region.

The strategic goal of the transformation of the Volgograd State University into the University center for innovation, technological and social development of the region is the creation of innovation and entrepreneurship focused university with academic nucleus and interdisciplinary project oriented infrastructure which will provide personnel and intellectual assistance for the development of technology intensive industries of the economic and social sphere of the Volgograd region on the basis of the integration of science, education, production, institutes of development and socially oriented non profit organizations.

The program of the transformation of the Volgograd State University into the university center for innovation, technological and social development of the region mentions that the achievement of the strategic goal will be implemented by means of solving the following tasks:

– involvement of key stakeholders into the process of the development and implementation of principal and supplementary educational programs and the specification of the areas of applied scientific research. This will allow providing the capitalization of educational, scientific and technological results in the industries of the region;

– increase of international competitiveness of the Volgograd State University as a factor of human capital development and improvement of investment attractiveness of the Volgograd region;

– implementation of educational Bachelor, Master and Specialist programs oriented on project and implying the carrying out in team of the projects of a complete life cycle included into the enlarged groups of educational programs.

- development and implementation of Master programs in technological entrepreneurship and management of technological projects with the involvement of enterprises of real sector of economy into the educational programs «Innovations», «Science technologies and Innovation Economics», «Nanoengineering», «Economics», «Management», «Finance and Credit»;

- implementation of Master programs in social entrepreneurship and in project management with the involvement of real sector of economy including socially oriented non profit organizations of real sector of economy in the educational programs «Economics», «Management», «Finance and Credit», «Social work», «Jurisprudence», «Pedagogical education»;

- intensification of the system interaction with Federal Scientific Center of agricultural ecology of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Institute of Management Problems of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Center of crystallography and photonics of the Russian Academy of Sciences and other organizations by means of the creation of basic chairs, realization of joint educational programs including the net form, scientific research and technological developments;

- creation of the industrial engineering center in the realization of the projects in priority groups of technologies "Artificial Intelligence", "Big Data" from the National technological initiative, centers of the certification of supplementary professional qualifications in the block chains and informational security;

- development of organizational, consulting and financial infrastructure of the support of student technological and social entrepreneurship, creation and functioning of start up accelerators and programs of the assistance to student entrepreneurship with the help of development institutes;

- development of new programs and implementation of the existing educational programs in the growth of informational, financial and legal literacy of citizens, development of professional competence of instructors, education of the regional inhabitants, development of voluntarism.

Even a superficial analysis of the transformation program and of the road map of the enterprises shows that the university faces serious problems in the provision of this project with financial, material, technical and human resources. This article is devoted to financial and mathematical challenges of the solution of this problem.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

It is worth mentioning that the program of transformation includes a number of the projects which are referred to educational, scientific and research and other spheres of university activity. Let us classify them from the point of view of their provision with financial, human, material and technical resources. Herewith we will divide the human resources into two parts: research, pedagogical staff, management, materials, technical buildings, lecture rooms on the one hand and equipment and laboratory base on the other hand.

The first pool of the projects should be classified as educational activity of university. Into this group the following measures should be included: development on project oriented educational programs implying the team work of projects of full life cycle; programs of the technological entrepreneurship and management of technological projects; programs in social entrepreneurship and project management, creation of basic scientific chairs, organization of joint programs in the net form and others.

It can be said that in the organizational sense the Volgograd State University is prepared most for the realization of the programs from this pool. In the University the financial and mathematical model of the formation of salary fund of structural divisions within which the financing is made proportionally to the share of every chair in the educational process within every specific educational program. Such a description of the given model and the results of the introduction can be found in the sources [2],[3],[4]. In particular in the source [4] it is noted that the application of this methodology has lead to the fact that the largest part of the university chairs «accumulated financial reserves which allowed to transfer to the system of efficient contracts with professor, pedagogical staff and scientific workers within the available hierarchical system of the goals of scientific and educational activity». It is also mentioned in these sources that the given model contributes to the growth of independence (first of all financial one) of chairs and structural divisions and allows keeping the chairs as institutes only just changing their functions at the transfer to a popular today model of the management of educational programs.

The second pool of projects is connected with the programs of the strategic initiative «University as an integrating unit of the formation of technological and entrepreneurial infrastructure of the Volgograd region and the implementation in the region of the projects launched by National technological initiative». Within this pool of projects the creation of a number of engineering centers, centers of collective use and centers for expert consulting connected with the existing in the university excellence centers and scientific laboratories is planned.

In the organizational sense the implementation of the largest part of programs from this pool of projects in the existing excellence centers and scientific and research institutes and laboratories is expected [5]. However for the efficient work of similar division the corresponding financial provision is needed. In this case the following approach is suggested. The estimate of costs in practically all scientific
The possible co-financing of the programs from budgetary and non-budgetary funds of the university can be implemented within the approach suggested in the article [6]. For the calculation of the salary fund of the employees involved into the organizational and the project support of a corresponding program the following algorithm is suggested. Let us mark $F_1$ the salary fund of the employees involved into the implementation of this program in the given year, $S_1$ is the volume of financing of the scientific component of this program in the current year, $S_2$ is the value forecasted for the next year. Thus the salary fund of the employees for the next year will be calculated using the following equation:

$$F_2 = F_1 + f \left( \frac{S_2}{S_1} \right),$$

where $f(x)$ is an increasing function. The mentioned approach provides a stable and continuous implementation of the program.

The third pool of the projects is connected with the programs of the strategic initiative «Development of the innovation ecosystem of the university, involvement of students, post graduate students and lecturers into the entrepreneurial activity».

The largest part of the programs of this pool of projects is closely connected with moral building and educational projects. In this case it is quite reasonable to use personnel, scientific, methodical, organizational, managerial and informational resources for the moral building work in the university. However as in the previous pool of projects it is worth providing the continuous financing of the planned programs. Taking into consideration the fact that almost all the programs of this pool are closely related with the plans of the works of real institutes of the university it looks reasonable enough to attract non budgetary funds of the corresponding institutes. At the calculation of the salary fund of the employees involved into the organizational and the project support from this pool it is suggested to use the methodology mentioned above for the implementation of the programs of the second pool.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The possibility and the necessity of the transformation of the Volgograd State University, on the basis of which the implementation of the suggested approach will be carried out, into the university center of innovation, technological and social development of the region, is quite obvious and founded. On the one hand the Volgograd region has considerable industrial, scientific, technological and investment potentials. On the other hand during recent years the negative tendencies of the reduction of the gross regional product, of the migration outflow of the population and the reduction of the number of economic actors are observed. The creation of the center of this kind will help overcome the negative trend of migration outflow; it will help encourage innovative development of the regional economy.

The achievement of a high level of the involvement of the university into the solution of the tasks of innovative, technological, social and economic development of the region will allow solving a number of serious problems. The mentioned project is implemented on the basis of the signed agreements and contracts and other normative and legal documents approved by the President of the Russian Federation, Governor of the Volgograd region, regional and municipal authorities. Herewith the implementation of this project from the part of the Volgograd State University is provided by considerable personnel, financial and organizational resources. As it is mentioned in the program of the transformation of the Volgograd State University into the university center of the innovation, technological and social development of the region, the volume of proper funds in the financial provision of the program in 2018 makes up 67%, in 2019 it will amount to 71%. The total budget of the program for three years makes up more than 100 billion rubles. Under such conditions by no means unimportant or even decisive role in the successful implementation of the mentioned program has a rational or optimal use of available resources.

It is quite possible that in the process of the realization the suggested model of the use of resources will be subject to a certain correction however the existing experience allows considering its main provisions as quite justified.

### IV. CONCLUSION

During recent years the research devoted to the strategic financial management of higher educational institutions including the development of methods and algorithms of analysis, planning and management of educational process and also of financial and economic activity are published more and more often [2]-[8]. At the same time under the conditions of continuous changes of the educational program list, of the uncertainty in the financial provision of scientific and research projects, growth of the role of the regional aspect in the assessment of the efficiency of higher education, the complexity of the decision making grows several fold. The necessity of the development of a formalized mathematical description of the processes at the first stage of the creation of the optimization models including the multi criteria model of the decision taking under the condition of uncertainty has become urgent. The latter will provide the development and the introduction into the strategic financial management of higher educational institutions of modern informational systems as a tool of an optimal decision making.
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